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- Estimated travel times:
  - Bradley Ave: 10 min
  - Goethals Br: 12 min
  - Outerbridge Cr: 26 min

- Distance to Hewitt:
  - 18 miles
  - 39 min
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Enforcement (Repeat Offenders)
- 3 or more citations due
- $160+ due
- Balance due over 90 days

Current Use
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- Enforcement of Repeat Offenders
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- Timed Parking Enforcement
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Audio Visual Surveillance Technology Operational Standards
Possibilities

- Permitless for main campus?
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- One Permit with multiple vehicles
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- Switching Vehicles
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- Switching Vehicles

UPDATE PERMIT LINK TO VEHICLES

You can choose up to three vehicles to link to this permit. The vehicle license plate you choose is linked to your parking credential. Texas A & M College Station permit holders are still required to display their permits while parked on campus.

If you don't find your vehicle in the following list you may add a new vehicle.

Your vehicle(s) link to this permit:

- TX 1145056
- TX 1115192
- TX 1151960
- TX 1151961
- TX 129629
- TX 1296221
- TX 115704

Your vehicle(s) already linked to this permit:

- TX 4057603

Add Vehicle
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- Business Permits
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- Hourly Parking Verification
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- Counts
Wrap Up
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